
Hi I am Joanna Terry and I am Head of Archives and Heritage for Staffordshire County Council. I 
am going to briefly talk about how we quickly locked down our service and have more slowly 
planned for it’s recovery.  First just a bit of background about the service. I am responsible for 
three different services:

• Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent Archive Service, a joint archive service with Stoke on Trent 
City Council. We are an accredited archive service and place of deposit.

• County Museum – the county’s museum service which includes Museum Development. We 
are an accredited museum service.

• William Salt Library – a private library managed by a charitable trust delivered by the archive 
service. It holds the county’s local studies collection as well as William Salt’s original collection.
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This is an overview of how we have moved through the phases of this current pandemic.

• Early March we were introducing hygiene measures, resurrecting plans from the swine flu and 
looking at Business Continuity elements in our emergency plan

• By mid March we had closed our exhibition and events, stopped onsite volunteering and were 
planning to close the service which we had done by Friday 20 March.

• Once lockdown was announced the focus was on getting all staff able to work from home. 
Fortunately the SCC drive towards smart working meant most staff had laptops or we could let 
them use ones that been for volunteers. Everyone was able to work from home by the end of 
March. We enacted the emergency plan and set up an emergency contact WhatsApp group.

• From April onwards 40% of the team were involved in the response mainly supporting 
vulnerable shielded category through food hubs and contact centre.

• During April we also established a remote service answering some enquiries and putting others 
on hold until staff returned to site. Essential checks on buildings and collections continued 
throughout.

• From April/May we increased our online offer with fun and interactive social media and 
established a remote volunteer offer.

• We started planning for recovery which was part of a corporate approach.

• In June the response was starting to reduce in line with reduced demand. 

• Recovery plans increased apace and we gained the COVID-19 secure certificates which meant 
more staff could return. This in turn meant more remote orders and research could be fulfilled 
as more staff returned to site.

• At the end of June our recovery plan received corporate sign off and reopening date was 
agreed.

• Today we start implementing  our phased recovery plan which we will monitor and review
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Almost all members of staff were able to work from home on projects which shared the history of 
Staffs & Stoke. 

Many worked on converting paper catalogues to online increasing information in Gateway to the 
Past. We also completed essential checks on the collections, maintained a remote enquiry service 
and fulfilled some digital copy orders where we could access images. At Staffs RO enquiries were 
just 25% down.

We increased the number of digital activities on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram with quizzes 
such as Where on Your Doorstep to guess the location of an image, and provided more content 
for Staffordshire Day and VE Day in May and launched our You Tube channel.

We made a conscious decision to maintain contact with our volunteers and developed a Learning 
Room Blog where we shared guides to research and an online palaeography course.

At the same time 40% of  our staff supported the Vulnerable Self Isolator Cell led by the Library 
and Arts Service. The small team at Stoke on Trent City Archives also played their part in 
supporting the response with one member of the team working on the contact centre helpline

The impact of this for the first quarter of the year is:

120% increase for Past Track visitor sessions

33% increase for  our main website and Online Catalogue

89% increase for social media
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8,952 views of  the newly launched tithe maps in the first month

YouTube views 857

45 volunteers are working remotely for us and have told us how much they valued 
this and that it helped divert them from the lockdown. 

It was really important to us to keep a service offer going and increase the online 
impact. This also helped keep our profile up within our authority; important in 
ensuring you are at the forefront to recover your service and not at the end of a 
long list of buildings. 
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Staffordshire County Council’s approach was to capture what we had learnt 
during COVID-19 and challenge services to think about what we would do 
differently. The approach recognised that some things would change for good and 
never return to how they were. A key impact has been the shift into home working 
which is set to continue.
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The governance for recovery of services was established in early May. The 
Senior Leadership had oversight of the whole process and a corporate planning 
and recovery group was led by our asst director, Janene Cox, and asst director 
for strategy and public health prevention. Each directorate had its own recovery 
group with our services in the Families and Communities directorate and the 
communities recovery group. 

The library manager coordinated this group and I coordinated the sub group for 
Culture, Rural and Safer Communities which included our services.

We planned recovery at a high level sharing ideas, approaches and early 
recovery plans. We fed back concerns and issues to the communities group e.g. 
the need for a simple risk management template,  guidance on risk assessments 
from our H&S team, and pleas for advice and support around what to do about 
public toilets!

Below the corporate subgroup was the Archive and Heritage Management team 
to which we added our premise manager who played a key role in the planning.
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Our early approach to recovery was to ask lots of questions for each phase of the 
recovery captured in a spreadsheet at the end of April. This included:

1. Public services in lockdown – which addressed setting up revised procedures 
to deal with remote enquiries and fulfil ones that did not require a visit to site

2. All remote services - Covered increasing remote services as staff were able to 
return to site. Simplified procedures, forms, and enabled them all to be 
completed remotely by staff. Moved to copying/scanning onsite then all other 
processes completed remotely. 

3. Resumption of onsite services – this covered liaison with the Communities 
Recovery Group

• Heath and safety in offices, public spaces, and for volunteers

• Communication with the public

• Staffing the public service

• Review public service routines

• Training requirements - loss of key staff during lockdown

The spreadsheet idea came from CALGG group. One of the archivists on the 
service management team undertook to complete a detailed analysis talking to 
almost all staff asking what their concerns were, potential solutions, who was 
responsible and action required.
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Taking a bottom up approach was helpful to build confidence and trust with staff. 
The feedback captured from the spreadsheet was then turned into a fairly 
detailed word document highlighting areas requiring decision. 

Decision making rested with the Archive and Heritage Management Team 
including the Premise Manager.  She was the first member of staff to regularly 
resume working on site to keep it safe and ensure contractors could continue 
visiting to carry out maintenance visits. She was also the key contact to liaise with 
the health and safety team feeding back to head of service, public services lead , 
museum service lead.

Approval of plans  rested with the Corporate Recovery Group but also ensuring 
the Joint Archives Committee and William Salt Library Trust were consulted on 
key decisions. A major decision we took was not to reopen the William Salt 
Library. This was due to the small rooms in the listed building and loss of staff 
during the lockdown. A service restructure was put on hold and for three staff they 
decided to retire anyway. This meant a reduction in the public service team at 
both sites.

A high level recovery plan pulling out key issues and timeframe was submitted to 
the corporate recovery group and signed off in June. 
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The County Council health and safety team provided a lot of support and 
guidance. We were able to get our buildings onto the lists to be visited and once 
a corporate risk assessment was issued in May we could adapt it to our own 
sites.  A key requirement was to implement a one way route around our buildings 
where possible. We were able to do this at SRO but not at WSL or Museum. We 
are still encouraged to work from home where possible and had to submit 
occupancy returns so that numbers of staff on site are reduced.

We have an RA for each site which covers buildings and processes. Individual 
risk assessments have been completed if people fall into the clinical vulnerable or 
extremely clinically vulnerable group. These individuals are asked to work at 
home. Our H&S team issued our COVID-19 secure certificates in June.

They also gave us initial personal supplies of hand sanitiser and alcohol wipes. 
We ordered sneeze screens and a hand sanitiser station early on linking up with 
our library service. 

The number of public seats have been reduced from 16 to 4 and for July there is 
no access to PCs or microform.  Access to hard copy catalogues is by staff only. 
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We referred to the checklist produced by the National Archives and guidance 
published by Libraries Connected and talked to colleagues in other services. 
Especially about toilets!

Talking to others was especially useful through the Chief Archivists in Local 
Government Group and Archives West Midlands.  The CALGG listserv had many 
responses on the topic of reopening which I collated and identified the key issues 
for archive services. These themes were useful for discussion with Archives West 
Midlands at a workshop at the end of June. 

There is almost complete consensus around advance booking and pre-ordering 
of documents and we have followed this route. Some of our staff wanted the 
option to do on demand production but we have agreed we will not do this to 
start. Our approach is to start quite tight and then relax procedures as we gain 
confidence and can ascertain demand.

Quarantine for books is again pretty consistent on 72 hours. We will implement 
this for local studies books but we are using 24 hours for paper and parchment. 
This was based on the advice of our conservator who had referred to Public 
Health England advice that the risk from books with a cardboard/paper cover is 
negligible after 24 hours.

Bringing our staff back to road test our procedures has meant we have been able 
to have meetings with them face to face and address issues that have cropped 
up and work out quite detailed processes and procedures.  There have been 
regular updates from me by email during lockdown and these will continue as we 
start to open up.
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We announced we were opening on Tuesday 7 July by issuing a press release at 
the same time as social media. We informed our key stakeholders shortly before 
the press release was issued.  We used the same templates that our Library 
Service have used to publicise our approach. They helped us to adapt them and 
it ensures we have a similar approach which is clear, consistent whilst still being 
welcoming. 

We are open to today for the first time in 17 weeks and have 3 readers in our 
searchroom. It feels like a big achievement and I am immensely proud of my 
team and grateful for their positive approach during a worrying time. 

We intend to maintain our online offer and we are seeing an increasing number of 
remote copying orders. We will continue our remote volunteer offer for those 45 
people who have kept going.
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The work hasn’t finished though and we will be monitoring our processes closely and adapting 
them, especially if government guidance and our own local authority guidance should change for 
example around face coverings.

• August  - monitor and review, start Sat opening. We have got our first deposit due so will also 
work out safe process for receipt and handling. We are also launching our Lockdown Memories 
project with archives, museum and libraries and arts to record how Staffordshire responded to 
the pandemic. We are going to review our Business Continuity Plan in case of a local outbreak 
and temporary closure of the service. 

• September – we hope to be able to return our volunteers to site but will continue with remote 
volunteering

• October – we will be reopening the History Access Point in Lichfield but with a new offer to 
provide more exhibition space. We had consulted on use of the HAP in January. Using the 
survey results and impact of COVID-19 it will look different when we reopen.

• November onwards we will continue to monitor our procedures and revise as guidance 
changes or we respond to our own local circumstances. 

This virus will be with us for some time. We have learnt a lot about ourselves and our service. It is 
clear we can do more online and we can all work from home.  What remains to be seen is where 
future demand for our service will be. Will people come back? Will the remote demand continue? 
What can we do differently? I think that whether we like it or not our services will transform from 
what they were. What is key is that we learn form this and ensure our service is able to adapt to 
change and take opportunities which may arise. Thank you.
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